Information on F&P-registration of PC1616

Referring to your application we can inform you that your Control and Indicating Equipment will be registered on the homepage of Forsikring & Pension (F&P) – www.forsikringenshus.dk – under SIKRING. The registration will be in class/grade 2 due to EN50131-1, TS50131-3, EN50131-6, SSF1014.

The registration will be carried out on the basis of the registration requirements of F&P, which can be found on the homepage of F&P under SIKRING – and on the basis of the forwarded certificate No. 06-134 issued by Svensk Brand & Säkerhets Certifiering AB.

The registration will be valid for a period of five years from this date. A renewal of the registration in five years will only happen due to an application and presentation of a valid certificate.

Yours sincerely

Knud Knudsen